Jk wire harness

The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging
where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store,
unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging,
such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. The holes in the
retainers were to small for the darts that fit the holes in the frame. I opened them up with a
deburring bit and used the darts I had in my supply bin. It should last. Verified purchase: Yes
Condition: Pre-owned. It was easy to install even came with routing clips to hold the loom in
place so no need for zip ties. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Supper easy installation.
Great product easy installation nomore than 5 min. Directions are very clear. Super easy plug
and play install. Skip to main content. About this product. Make an offer:. Almost gone. Stock
photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged
item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Custom design bolts directly to
factory mounting points on the rear of the vehicle, very similar design to the OE Receiver Hitch.
Durable powder coat design sheds water and provides a long lasting rust free finish. See details
- Rugged Ridge See all 44 brand new listings. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product
Product Identifiers Brand. Show More Show Less. New New. See all 44 - All listings for this
product. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 16 reviews. Trailer
light harness It was easy to install even came with routing clips to hold the loom in place so no
need for zip ties. Easy install Supper easy installation. Great product easy installation Great
product easy installation nomore than 5 min Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Super easy
install, plug and play. Best Selling in Other Parts. Honda Rodent Tape 2day Delivery 4. Save on
Other Parts Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. You may also like. Trailer
Wirings Towing Systems. We know it may seem like a lot of money up front but the time it will
save you is well worth it. With the overwhelming amount of GM LS series V8 engines at great
prices it makes this swap a home run. We know it can seem daunting to try and wrap your head
around so many options, We try and make it a no brainer to get your Jeep up and running. Our
harness comes complete with new relay-fuse pack and OBD2 connector under the dash and
with only a few wires to splice into the existing Jeep its extremely easy to be up and running.
Completely redesigned. The OEM engine harness provides us almost limitless room for design
improvement. OEM wiring includes many features that enthusiasts will not utilize and thus they
add unnecessary clutter and weight, as well as reduce the ability to esthetically accentuate the
engine bay. Our harnesses are designed to be better than OEM quality with newer improved
quality wires, connectors, and loom designed to last. They are more flexible and simpler by
design than the OEM harness, and they are mapped out in the engine bay to offer the most
appealing and maintainable installation we have found possible. Our engine harness offers
many revisions over the OEM harness. Our harnesses integrate the Jeep side and GM side
harnesses into a single harness. The engine harness routes directly to the ECU with a factory
style plug at the factory firewall connector. The bulk of the harness routes behind the engine
and under the fuel rails which is most visually appealing and allows for factory engine covers to
be used. We also now include a EZtach module that eliminates the need for a reluctor ring and
make the swap that much easier. The final result is a harness that features improved esthetics
and versatility, easier install and maintenance, and premium quality and durability. This harness
is designed to be used with the factory GM accessories. AC and Alternator. This harness come
with a plug and play fuel line. Fully functional cruise control with the factory Jeep switches.
Fully functional AC and heat from factory controls. Pentastar Fan compatible request when
ordering. This system is designed for use with the TAC Module and pedal. Earlier engines can
be converted with newer throttle body and electronics. Contact us for details. No's: , No's , , ,
Throttle Body - GM Our APP bracket will work with this pedal without any modifications. You
will want a returnless system or locate a returnless fuel rail. Reluctor Types. It is important to
know which reluctor type you have, 24x or 58x. You can tell by looking at the reluctor wheel
sensor: a black sensor is a 24x wheel, a gray sensor is for a 58x engine. The GEN3 will need to
be a 24x reluctor with a black crank sensor. The following engines came with a tooth reluctor
wheel:. If you have questions feel free to email us HERE. You will need to use this chart to verify
the type of fuel injector you will be using. Please allow weeks as these harness are built to order
in most cases. Additional Images. Product Description. Without the proper hitch wiring, your
trailer will be difficult to see, and can even cause you to end up in an accident. Avoid accidents
with our correct wiring harness solutions from T-connectors to tail light converters. We use the
best materials to create long lasting, durable harnesses. We specialize in custom wiring
harnesses for all types of trailers and we can provide you with all the necessities for personal,
commercial and industrial trailer needs. Pairing our materials with industry standard
manufacturing, we are able to give our customers the best products available. Our expert team
has the ability to diagnose and wire just about any trailer from single axles, goosenecks, horse

trailers, bumper pull, and dump trailers, we can do it all. Find out more about our team here.
JKD Products has been providing custom wiring needs since We are a family owned business
specializing in custom trailer wiring harnesses. We have been providing custom wiring
harnesses for over 30 years. Our team of experts has been able to perfect wiring harnesses for
single axle, gooseneck, dump trailers, bumper pull, and horse trailers. We improve truck beds,
service and dump bodies. JKD Products has the experience and manufacturing capability to
supply wire harness and custom harness for trailer of all types. We have the products and
components in stock ready to be used on your applications. We specialize in wiring harnesses
for trailers and we can provide you with all the necessities for personal, commercial and
industrial trailer needs. We strive to make the best possible products available on the market
today. At JKD Products, we pride ourselves on offering top customer service and providing our
customers with the best quality, design and manufacturing. Providing customers with complete
product satisfaction is one of our highest priorities. We listen to our customers and work hard
to ensure we are available to listen to your questions and concerns. JKD Products strives to
reach each goal we set by exceeding quality standards in our industry. We focus on proper
training and education to help our employees understand new cable technology. Trust our 30
years of knowledge and skill to ensure your harness design is created right and your electrical
wiring needs are handled properly. JKD Products developed our custom harness and stayed
within our budget. They were more than willing to work with our company needs. Custom
Design and wiring for over 25 years! See our product line. Learn More. We understand light
emitting diodes are the wave of the future and we know that. The small bulbs provide brighter,
energy efficient and long lasting light. LED lights can be custom designed and are used in many
applications. We offer, stock and ship, a vast number of pre-made LED lighting solutions.
Standard incandescent lights fade, break and burn out. We also create custom lighting setups
for many different types of trailers that coincide with our wiring harnesses. This allows for a
single custom designed solution to fit whatever project you need. We offer a unique system for
your trailer and truck bed needs. JKD Products is your source for your business lighting
solution. Wiring Harness Custom harness for all trailer types JKD Products has the experience
and manufacturing capability to supply wire harness and custom harness for trailer of all types.
Best quality, design and manufacturing At JKD Products, we pride ourselves on offering top
customer service and providing our customers with the best quality, design and manufacturing.
Testimonials Don't just take our word for it, hear it from others! For more information go to
Crown Automotive is renowned for manufacturing the highest quality OEM replacement parts
for Jeeps from to the present model year. Its universal design allows it to work with full range of
applications. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
audi tailights
2015 chevy malibu battery in trunk
2002 e450
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Wiring Harness part. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Part Number: P Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A
Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Painless Performance Alternator Pigtails are made out of copper wire core material,
ensuring each vehicle of performance and quality that last. These wiring harnesses are
pre-terminated with the ignition input wire and the voltage-sensing wire to ensure accuracy and
consistency Quick connect wiring h Oct 11, Love it. Absolutely love it, fast shipping, great
prices, and have everything you need for older and new vehicles. Regina Hale. Purchased on
Oct 11, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

